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(Raise stick and hit the table) 
Scientists report that the world continues to spin like a top around the sun,  
just as it has for four and a half billion years.

(Raise stick and hit the table) 
News sources, on the other hand, report that our world is careening out of control  
and doom is imminent.

(Raise stick and hit the table) 
Spinning like a top or careening out of control. If you believe either one and ignore the 
other, the whole world suffers. What can you do? 

KATZ! 

Don’t just sit there, do something!

(No one responds.) 
More hard training is necessary.


Shakyamuni Buddha! You wouldn’t believe the stuff they write about this guy. 
Just listen to this:

Siddhartha Gautama, the noble prince of the Shakya clan, after six years 
of arduous training, sat beneath the Bodhi Tree and vowed not to rise 
from meditation until he had attained perfect unexcelled enlightenment. 
During the night, Mara, the chief of all demons, tried to disturb Siddhartha 
by conjuring many fearful apparitions:  
Mara manifested hosts of terrifying demons, some throwing spears, some 
shooting arrows, some trying to burn him with fire, and some hurling boulders — 
and then — even mountains at him.  
Through the force of his concentration, the weapons, rocks, and mountains 
appeared to him as a rain of fragrant flowers, and the raging fires became 
offerings of rainbow-colored lights. 
Seeing that Siddhartha could not be frightened by demons, Mara then tried to 
distract him by manifesting countless beautiful seducers, but Siddhartha 
responded by developing even deeper concentration.  
In this way he triumphed over all demons and desire for eternity. 
In the morning, he wiped the spider webs from around his eyes; shook the nests 
that birds had made in his hair; looked up at the sky; saw the Morning Star and, 
BOOM! Siddhartha attained Supreme Unexcelled Enlightenment and became 
Lord Buddha, the Awakened One! 



There’s a lot to like in this kind of story. Like a lot of popular movies these 
days there’s plenty of action, a cosmic super hero goes toe to toe in an 
epic battle with a cosmic super villain, and the good guy wins. 

Maybe on some level, you’d even like to become something like this 
super Buddha. Wouldn’t it be nice if you could finally be able to put your 
demons and desires to rest for all eternity?

But that’s all fantasy! That story is fantasy, and so are these thoughts we 
have of magically becoming a perfect version of ourselves. We’re Zen 
people. Every day we vow to cut through all delusions so we can clearly 
perceive the truth and help others!

During the first few years that I attended this ceremony, the speakers 
always tried to talk about Buddha’s enlightenment in a more helpful way. 
They made sure to mention that we’re already complete just as we are, 
and that we too can awaken and help this world.

But no matter how this story was told, I had a hard time relating to that 
kind of remote, cosmic Buddha.

With that thought in mind, I’d like to read you a different story. 

(I have to warn you, this one is pretty unremarkable, at least on the surface.  
It’s from the Diamond Sutra, and it may be the single most boring opening 
chapter in all of literature. Thankfully, it’s short.) 


“One day before noon, the Buddha put on his patched robe, picked up his bowl and 
entered the capital of Shravasti for offerings. After begging for food in the city and 
eating his meal of rice, he returned from his daily round in the afternoon, put his robe 
and bowl away, washed his feet, and sat down on the appointed seat. After crossing his 
legs and adjusting his body, he turned his awareness to what was before him.” 
Totally forgettable, right? It simply tells us how an apparently ordinary Buddha  
spent part of a very ordinary day. 

But if we look closely, there’s something more going on here. I’d like to read that 
last line again: “… he turned his awareness to what was before him.”

That’s the beginning and the ongoing work of our practice: awareness. 
Present moment awareness!

In this story, we don’t see Buddha sitting in a remote realm, sipping the nectar of 
the gods and reminiscing about his epic victory over Mara. Nor do we see him  
basking an eternally blissful state free of demons and desire.

Rather this Buddha is right here with us, showing us how the enlightened mind 
functions in our day-to-day world. And it’s so natural, that it goes unnoticed by 
almost everyone.

But Subhuti, one of his followers, noticed it. He became aware of a rare and 
extraordinary perfection in the way Buddha went through his mundane activities. 
So he bowed down in front of the Buddha and asked how he, and people like 



you and me, can become bodhisattvas. Buddha’s answer is what the rest of the 
Diamond Sutra is about.

Being a bodhisattva: that’s our direction. Enlightened or not, we already possess 
everything needed to do that. Right here, right now. Nothing is lacking.

Last Thursday, Jim Peacey gave an interesting dharma talk in which he talked 
about Western Philosophy, Eastern Philosophy and Zen.

It spawned a number of lively questions about whether Zen is a religion or a 
philosophy. I confess, I found myself a little frustrated. To me, putting Zen into 
any kind of category is a antithetical to our practice.

But if you insist on thinking of it as a philosophy, please think of it as philosophy 
of action: of returning to present moment awareness; perceiving the truth of this 
moment just as it is; and responding in an open, connected, compassionate way 
for all beings. This world needs you.


(Raise stick and hit the table) 
Are you enlightened or deluded? If you buy into either one, you won’t help anyone.

(Raise stick and hit the table) 
No enlightenment. No delusion. You’re on the right track, but if you stay in this realm, 
you’re no good to anyone but yourself.

(Raise stick and hit the table) 
Enlightenment is enlightenment. Delusion is delusion. This is the truth, but what can 
you do about it? One more step is necessary.

KATZ! 

How can I help you?


